Keep It Wild: Missions

Name: [ ]

Week 4


Find an animal track. Sketch & Measure it.
  □ Who was it?
  □ When did it happen?
  □ Why was it here?
  Level 2: Make a plaster cast!

Commit to a natural craft project you've been wanting to make!
Focus on seeing it through to the end.

Find an animal home!
  • Deer bed, rabbit hole, squirrel nest...
  Level 2: Find an animal hair at the spot to confirm it!!

Find animal signs:
  • Scat, scrapers, browse, midden, hair, feathers...
  Who left it and why?

Find a bioblitz of your neighborhood ecology!
  Level 1: Make a list of the plants, birds, & mammals you can ID.
  Level 2: Make a map of your epic list! *Include your sit spot!!

Design your own week-long nature challenge that excites you!! Commit to doing it everyday (Rain or Shine)...
Choose one friend or family member to catch your story each day!
Ex: sit spot, backpacking, blindfold, wild foods etc...
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